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Air New Zealand published its first sustainability report in and we report prioritise issues that are most important to our
stakeholders and our business.

The second generation seats are just newer and prettier. The thick mattress pad was comfortable, and the cabin
was kept at a perfectly cool temperature, which along with a late departure helped with my sleep. When
booking a window seat I actually want to look out of the window without experiencing neck pain throughout
my whole flight. Not only are they clean with real towels, but are themed. Air New Zealand Business Premier
Bed The Good The flight attendants came by to proactively make up the beds for everyone towards the end of
the dinner service. Comfort-wise, this was one of the most comfortable seats I have slept on in business class.
It was crowded for such an early hour, but with plenty of seating areas, I was able to find a comfortable place
to perch next to windows overlooking the tarmac. As for the Boeing s, only some of the s are still configured
with the first generation Business Premier seats. In that way, I think Air New Zealand did a perfectly fine job.
However, while my Auckland to Melbourne flights posted without issues, my Auckland to Chicago flights did
not post automatically to LifeMiles. These are the same type of seats used by other airlines such as Air
Canada, Delta and Virgin Atlantic. After all the passengers were boarded, we pushed back from the gate, made
our way to the runway and began our 12 hour and 5 minute journey to Shanghai. I cannot help but to note that
though the seats have been well-maintained, the cabin is showing wear. The Mileonaire July 31, Because of
the huge distance from my home bases Air New Zealand is sadly not one of the airlines I use a lot. This may
be a disappointment for you if, like me, you enjoy spending your flying time gazing out at the clouds. The rest
of the Boeing s, ERs and Dreamliners are all outfitted with the second generation Business Premier seats.
There are 28 seats in the larger forward cabin. On my , there was one singular cabin located between doors 1
and 2. Finally, our alliance partnerships continue to drive value across our international long-haul network,
and have been a key factor in our ability to effectively compete against much larger airlines. I am not sure if
the LifeMiles agent made this up aka lied to me , or if Air New Zealand is really denying miles-earning with
these mistake fares to LifeMiles specifically. The In-flight entertainment IFE system was pretty good. A
walk-up bar separates the two business-class sections. Our strong corporate brand and renowned Kiwi service
culture continue to drive increased loyalty from our customers, record customer satisfaction levels, strong
brand health and record employee engagement. These were plated individually, and you could basically
choose whatever and as much as you wanted. We ended up choosing to sit across from each other and I think
that was the better of all the options. The orzo and peas were perfect accompaniments and the pomegranate
seeds sprinkled on top added a lot of flavor. Waiting at our seats were noise-cancelling headphones, slippers,
amenities kits, a pillow and bottle of water. We may receive compensation when you click on links to those
products. They took care of the passengers and they were personable and engaging. So yes, you are getting a
ton of extra legroom but you will sacrifice a tiny bit of hip space. The cocktail tray was literally behind the
seat to your left, so you had to constantly reach over to grab your drink. Both are lovely and would be at the
top of my list for NV champagne picks.


